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Eastwood
Retirement
... a better place to live

IN FOCUS
SEE WHAT GENERAL MANAGER
Jeanette Davidson and the team at
Eastwood Retirement have been up
to over the past months.

MY FOCUS
from the desk of the General Manager
It has been a while since our last Newsletter, as we have been
very busy selling and assisting new residents move in.

STAGE UPDATE
What’s new at Eastwood Retirement?
Read more P2
ACTIVITIES FOCUS what’s been
going on. Read more P2
DISCLAIMER - All information contained
herewith is accurate at time of printing.
All aspects subject to change without notice.
The images and illustrations used in the
publication are for presentation purposes
and are owned by Eastwood Retirement.

Heated indoor pool, perfect for a Winter dip.

Join in for some Line Dancing.

The grape vine is working extremely well and just in the last 6 months we have had
many new enquiries from other regions ranging from Victoria, NSW and Queensland.
We are having a lot of comments about how the village is a great place to live and to
enjoy retirement.
The Community Workshop have some great projects on the go and the Garden Club
are busy planting all types of wonderful collections of Spring and Summer crops.
Our citrus trees have produced some great fruit again this year.
As the months start to get a bit colder, it is a perfect time to take advantage of all the
indoor activities in our Community Centre. Nothing better than a dip in our heated,
indoor pool or just enjoying the company of friends around our fire, or join in on one
of the many indoor group activities.

WHO LIVES
HERE NOW?
Since out last newsletter we have
quite an increase of residents.

There is something for everyone here at Eastwood Retirement. So if you haven’t
dropped in lately, come on in and see how beautiful the gardens are looking and what
everyone is up to.
We would love to chat to you about the village and what it can offer you in your
retirement.

By the end of May we have 180
residents living in 113 villas.
There are only 8 villas/Lots left for sale.
We will soon have to create a waiting
list for prospective residents.
A real community and a better
place to live.

JEANETTE DAVIDSON, General Manager

STAGE UPDATE
It is hard to believe where we are on the schedule, with Stage
6, our final stage, definitely beginning civil works now.
The construction of the Stage 6 villas will begin in June 2017.
What this means is that we are on the final stretch with works
heading towards completion for the whole village.
Currently there is a lot of work being done on building 14 villas
with another 26 villas to begin construction in the next 6 to 12
months. It’s great to see all this activity.

ACTIVITIES FOCUS
CENTENARY BREAKFAST

HIGHLIGHTS & DELIGHTS
IN OUR COMMUNITY CENTRE
The Social Club are as always very busy organising activities
to keep everyone who participates entertained and informed.
Sometimes they have trouble fitting everything in. Some of the
activities have included bus trips, information sessions, meals
out, or meals catered for in the Community Centre, darts, tai chi,
water aerobics, art and craft groups and many and other varied
activities.

The Centenary House Breakfast fundraiser was a huge success
again this year, raising $8,000 towards improvements for this
wonderful facility. It was wonderful to see the residents working
as a team and having a great time.
All participants were warmly greeted by our team and the
participants were provided a delicious home cooked breakfast.

They work tirelessly to prepare great events which are fun
and interesting.
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